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Abstract The unanticipated stalled El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) evolution of 2014 raises
questions about the reliability of the coupled models that were used for forecast guidance. Here we have
analyzed the skill and reliability of forecasts of the Niño 3.4 tendency (3-month change) in the North
American multimodel ensemble (1982–2018). We found that forecasts initialized April–June (AMJ) have
“excessive momentum” in the sense that the forecast Niño 3.4 tendency is more likely to be a continuation
of the prior observed conditions than it should be. Models tend to predict warming when initialized after
observed warming conditions and cooling when initialized after observed cooling conditions. Excessive
momentum appears in AMJ forecast busts and false alarms including the 2014 one. In some models,
excessive momentum appears to be related to model formulation rather than initialization. A concerning
trend is that four of the nine years with AMJ forecast busts occurred in the last decade.

1. Introduction
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the leading source of climate predictability on seasonal timescales,
and knowing its phase and amplitude in advance is important for managing its impacts. Seasonality plays
an important role in ENSO prediction. ENSO events, which peak in boreal winter, often start to develop
in boreal spring when the tropical Pacific begins to transition from one ENSO state to another. Therefore,
forecasts issued in late spring and early summer for the expected ENSO state of the coming winter are of
particular interest and value. However, spring is also the time of year when the skill of ENSO forecasts is
lowest, due to the so-called spring predictability barrier, which refers to the fact that ENSO forecasts passing
through the months of April–June have relatively low skill. As a result, even capturing the correct direction
of ENSO evolution (i.e., toward warmer or cooler conditions) is a forecasting challenge in late spring and
early summer.

In any forecasting endeavor, analysis of “wrong” forecasts can be informative since forecast failures can
reveal factors that limit skill and are barriers to improved prediction (Rodwell et al., 2013). Currently most
operational ENSO forecasts are provided in probabilistic formats that give the probabilities of the tropical
Pacific being in El Niño or La Niña conditions or that give the probabilities of ranges of values of the Niño 3.4
index (Barnston et al., 2015; L'Heureux et al., 2019, 2020). Strictly speaking, a probabilistic forecast cannot
be considered to be wrong, even when the outcome that occurs was predicted to be unlikely because proba-
bilistic forecasts explicitly contain uncertainty. However, over time, a forecast system can prove itself to be
unreliable if the events to which it gives low probability occur too often (Weisheimer & Palmer, 2014). A
long record of forecast performance over many cases is required to determine if probabilities from a forecast
system are skillful and reliable.

Despite the impossibility of assessing reliability from a single ENSO event, the ENSO evolution of 2014 raises
questions about the reliability of the coupled models that were used for forecast guidance. As late as June
2014, coupled model forecasts were confidently predicting strong El Niño conditions to come that winter
(Carrington et al., 2014). Those warnings of a strong El Niño turned out to be a false alarm, and forecasts
that failed to include the eventual outcome as a possibility were judged to be “busts.” The unexpected ENSO
evolution in 2014–2015 has been examined from observational, modeling, and forecast perspectives (Ineson
et al., 2018; Hu & Fedorov, 2016; Larson & Kirtman, 2015; Levine & McPhaden, 2016; Menkes et al., 2014;
Puy et al., 2019; Wang & Hendon, 2017; Zhu et al., 2016). Despite the breadth of studies and the wide range of
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approaches, some practical questions remain unaddressed, namely, whether this forecast failure is indicative
of systematic forecast system deficiencies and what the impact of such deficiencies might have on other
forecasts and on overall skill and reliability. The 2014 false alarm could have been a rare occurrence or a
warning of unreliability in the current generation of coupled model forecast systems.

The goal of this work was to address the broader implications of the 2014 forecast bust by examining the
reliability of a large number of coupled model ENSO forecasts, specifically ENSO tendency forecasts, which
we defined as forecasts of the change in the Niño 3.4 index over a period of a few months. We focused on
tendency forecasts because they isolate a basic feature of ENSO evolution—whether conditions are warming
or cooling. We analyzed a multimodel ensemble of initialized forecasts to examine the possible range of
behavior across models and to include realistic impacts of both model formulation and initialization. We
focused on false alarms and forecast busts in a long set of hindcasts and forecasts to identify common features
and possible origins of forecast error, which differs from prior comprehensive assessments of ENSO forecast
skill. By false alarm or forecast bust, we mean specifically cases in which coupled model forecasts confidently
and incorrectly indicated the direction of future Niño 3.4 evolution.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the forecast and observational data, and the methods
used to assess reliability. Section 3 examines the reliability of the forecast ensemble, identifies a set of forecast
busts, and finds that they share a common feature. We term this common feature excessive momentum,
which is the propensity of the forecast values of Niño 3.4 index to continue in the direction of the prior
observational tendency. Section 4 gives a summary and discussion.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

Except where noted, we used the Niño 3.4 index computed from monthly averages of daily optimum inter-
polation sea surface temperature (Reynolds et al., 2007) for the period January 1982–September 2019. We
repeated some of the calculations using the Niño 3.4 index computed from version 5 of the Extended
Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature dataset (Huang et al., 2017).

Niño 3.4 forecasts were taken from the North American multimodel ensemble (NMME) project database
and have nominal monthly start dates of 1 January 1982–1 December 2018 (Kirtman et al., 2014). Refore-
casts (hindcasts) and real-time forecasts from eight prediction systems were analyzed. The deterministic
and probabilistic skill of the same models and of the multimodel ensemble has been analyzed previously
over the shorter period 1982–2015 (Barnston et al., 2019; Tippett et al., 2019). Most of the forecasts extend
12 months past their start date. CFSv2 and NASA-GMAO forecasts are shorter and extend 10 and 9 months
from their initializations, respectively. Initialization methods and ensemble sizes vary by prediction system
(see, e.g., Kirtman et al., 2014 for details). Over most of the period, there are approximately 100 ensem-
ble members at the shortest lead (lead-0), and 64 members at the last lead (lead-11). The NASA-GMAO
model was replaced, and its final forecast was made in January 2018. The multimodel ensemble here is
smaller during the remainder of 2018. Observed Niño 3.4 anomalies are computed with respect to the period
1982–2010. Forecast anomalies for most models are computed with respect their 1982–2010 forecast clima-
tology. Two forecast climatologies (1982–1998 and 1999–2010) are used to compute the CFSv2 and CCSM4
forecast anomalies to account for a discontinuity in their hindcast initializations (Barnston & Tippett, 2013;
Kumar et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2011).

For a Niño 3.4 forecast with nominal start date of 1 May, the 3-month forecast tendency is defined to be
the August forecast value (lead-3) minus the May forecast value (lead-0). The corresponding prior 1-month
observed tendency is defined to be the observed April value minus the March value. The same pattern is
used for other start months and tendency lengths. We refer to the correlation between the prior tendency
and the forecast tendency as momentum since it is a measure of the extent to which Niño 3.4 forecasts
tend to continue in the direction of the prior observations. The observed ENSO momentum is defined in
the same way except that observed values are used instead of forecast ones. In the above example, the
observed ENSO momentum is the correlation between the observed March–April and observed May–August
tendencies. To address the question of whether excessive momentum is due to model formulation or ini-
tialization, momentum can also be computed using forecast trajectories alone. For instance, the correlation
between the forecast March–April tendency and the forecast May–August tendency for a forecast initialized
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in January is a measure of momentum that is more directly related to the dynamics of the forecast model
and less to its initialization.

Niño 3.4 was also computed in a short set of ECMWF SEAS5 hindcasts and forecasts (25 members;
January 1993–December 2018 starts Johnson et al., 2019) and UKMO GloSea5-GC2 System13 hindcasts
(28 members; January 1995–December 2016 starts MacLachlan et al., 2015) which extend 6 months.

2.2. Methods

We used two methods to assess forecast reliability. Reliability, broadly speaking, indicates that issued forecast
probabilities are in line with the outcomes that occur. Although a single probabilistic forecast cannot be
judged to be either right or wrong, forecast reliability can be assessed from a set of forecasts and observations.

The first method for assessing reliability is based on what the weather and climate communities refer to as
rank histograms or Talagrand diagrams (Hamill, 2001) and what is known in the wider forecasting commu-
nity as the probability integral transform (Diebold et al., 1998; Gneiting et al., 2007). This method is suitable
for forecasts of continuous scalar quantities such as the Niño 3.4 index and its tendency. The key idea is that
if the verifying observation and ensemble members were drawn from the same probability distribution in
each forecast, then the observations would be uniformly dispersed among the ensemble members and would
not be preferentially found in the middle or extremes of the ensemble. In other words, the rank of the obser-
vation relative to the ensemble members would be uniformly distributed between 1 and N + 1, where N is
the number of ensemble members. Equivalently, the probability integral transform formulation says that if
O is the verifying observation and F is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the forecast ensemble,
then F(O) is uniformly distributed on the interval 0 to 1. Since F(O) is defined as the fraction of ensemble
members less than the verifying observation O, 100 × F(O) is the percentile rank of the observation. F(O)
being uniformly distributed means that Prob{F(O) ≤ X} = X for any X between 0 and 1. Therefore, for reli-
able forecasts, we expect that for any X the percentile rank of the observation will be less than (100 × X) in
(100 × X)% of the forecasts. For instance, taking X = 0.3, we expect that observations will be ranked in the
bottom 30% of the ensemble in 30% of the forecasts.

We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to check whether the distribution of the observation ranks is statisti-
cally significantly different from a uniform distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is based on the CDF
and thus avoids binning of ranks, which is a greater concern here than in weather applications in which the
number of forecasts is larger. We also computed rank histograms (probability density functions rather than
CDFs) which provide a familiar and easily interpreted visual depiction of reliability. The probability density
function of a uniform distribution is flat.

The second method, reliability diagrams, is used to assess the reliability of probability forecasts of categorical
variables such as the sign of the Niño 3.4 tendency. The forecast probability P of the occurrence of a condition
C is reliable when E(C|P) = P, where E means expectation (average). In other words, reliability means that
the condition C occurs with frequency P when the forecast probability is P. The graph of the conditional
average E(C|P) versus P is called a reliability diagram and is computed here by grouping forecast probabilities
into five equally spaced bins and computing the frequency of occurrence for each bin. Here the condition C
being forecast is that the ENSO tendency is positive. Ninety percent confidence intervals for the frequency
of occurrence are based on the binomial distribution.

3. Results
ENSO forecasts that are initialized in spring have notoriously low skill compared to forecasts initialized at
other times of the year (Barnston et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2008). However, these forecasts are of particular inter-
est to forecasters since spring is the time of year when ENSO typically transitions from one state to another
(Torrence & Webster, 1998). With this in mind, we considered forecasts of 3-month ENSO tendencies, which
we defined as the lead-3 value of Niño 3.4 minus the lead-0 value. The correlation skill of 3-month tendency
forecasts is highest for starts during January–March (Figure S1) when most of the tendency variability is
due to the decay of mature ENSO events. Skill drops for subsequent start months, with a local minimum
for June starts. October and November starts, when the 3-month tendency depends sensitively on details of
ENSO peak behavior, have the lowest skill.

Reliability is a key aspect of forecast quality that measures the extent to which forecast uncertainty is accu-
rately captured. We checked the reliability of NMME forecasts of 3-month ENSO tendencies by examining
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Figure 1. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of observation ranks for 3-month tendency forecasts starting in
January–March (JFM), April–June (AMJ), July–September (JAS), and October–December (OND) during (a) 1982–2018
and (b) 1999–2018. Thick lines indicate differences from the uniform distribution (black dashed line) that are
statistically significant at the 5% level. Black dots in panels (a) and (b) indicate that 43% and 57% of the verifying
observations were ranked in the bottom 30% of forecast ensembles 1982–2018 and 1999–2018, respectively. Observation
rank histograms of 3-month tendency forecasts starting in AMJ during (c) 1982–2018 and (d) 1999–2018. The black
dashed line indicates the uniform distribution.

the rank distributions of the verifying observations. We pooled the monthly starts into four 3-month
groups and computed the rank distributions for each group. Forecasts of 3-month ENSO tendencies start-
ing April–June (AMJ) are unreliable in the sense that the rank distribution differs statistically significantly
from the uniform distribution (Figure 1a). The CDF of the ranks for AMJ starts lies above the one-to-one
line, which indicates that too many ensemble members have stronger tendencies than were observed. The
AMJ rank CDF shows that the verifying observed tendency was ranked in the bottom 30% of the ensemble
in about 43% of the forecasts. The miscalibration of the AMJ forecast ensembles is also apparent in the rank
histogram (Figure 1c) which shows that the verifying observations ranked much more often in the bottom
30% of the ensemble than in the top 30%. The unreliability of the forecast ensemble for AMJ starts is worse
during the recent period 1999–2018 when the rank CDF (Figure 1b) shows that the verifying observed ten-
dency was ranked in the bottom 30% of the ensemble in about 57% of the forecasts, and the rank histogram
(Figure 1d) shows that the verifying observations were in the bottom 10% of the ensemble in 23% of the fore-
casts. NMME forecasts of 3-month tendencies initialized in October–December, when tendency forecasts
have low skill (Figure S1), also show unreliability of same form—stronger tendencies forecast than actually
occurred—during the period 1999–2018.

In principle, predicting the sign of the 3-month Niño 3.4 tendency should be a less demanding task than pre-
dicting the tendency itself (sign and amplitude). We examined NMME probability forecasts of the 3-month
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Figure 2. Reliability diagrams (top row) and forecast issuance frequency (bottom row) for April–June (AMJ)
probability forecasts of the sign of 3-month Niño 3.4 tendency being positive (warming conditions) during
(a) 1982–2018 and (b) 1999–2018. Each forecast issued and its verification is marked with a dot whose x-coordinate
(abscissa) is the forecast probability and whose y-coordinate (ordinate) is the verifying observation, which is 0 for a
negative tendency or 1 for a positive tendency, offset randomly in the vertical for legibility. The color of the dot indicates
the sign of the observed tendency prior to the forecast initialization, red for positive and blue for negative. False alarm
forecasts with probabilities greater than 80% for the tendency sign that did not occur are boxed. BSS = Brier skill score.

tendency being positive, that is, probability forecasts of warming conditions. The forecast probabilities were
computed as the fraction of ensemble members with positive tendencies. Reliability diagrams for AMJ
forecasts of the sign of the 3-month Niño 3.4 tendency show modest indications of overconfidence in the
cases when the forecasts are most confident (Figure 2a). For forecast probabilities less than or equal to 20%
(leftmost bin), forecast probabilities average 8%, while the occurrence frequency is 19%. For forecast prob-
abilities greater or equal to 80% (rightmost bin), forecast probabilities average 92%, while the occurrence
average is 84%. This overconfidence is slightly worse during the period 1999–2018 with forecast probabilities
in the lowest bin averaging 6.2% and occurrence being 20%, and with forecast probabilities in the highest
bin averaging 93% and occurrence being 79% (Figure 2b). Despite this overconfidence, the forecasts of the
sign of 3-month Niño 3.4 tendency are skillful with Brier skill score (reference forecast is the base rate of the
forecast period) over the full period of 0.34 and over the period 1999–2018 of 0.22. The forecast probabilities
show no large unconditional biases in the sense that the frequency of positive tendencies is 56%, and the
average forecast probability is 58%. There is a clear asymmetry in the distribution of forecast probabilities,
with forecast probabilities of 90% or greater being the most frequent bin. There are two reasons for this asym-
metry. First, there are slightly more cases (57%) during this period in which the ensemble mean tendency is
positive. Second, the ensemble spread and the ensemble tendency spread are smaller for positive ensemble
mean tendencies (std = 0.41◦C and std = 0.39◦C, respectively) than for negative ensemble mean tendencies
(std = 0.55◦C and std = 0.51◦C, respectively). In fact, the correlation of the ensemble mean tendency with
the ensemble std and ensemble tendency std is −0.64 and −0.69, respectively. Forecasts of warming condi-
tions have less spread. There is also a negative correlation, though weaker (−0.4), between ensemble mean
and ensemble mean spread.

Also shown on the reliability diagram are all the forecast probabilities for positive tendencies and their
outcome (dots in Figures 2a and 2b). Dots in the lower right and upper left corners correspond to confident
forecasts that failed to verify. In particular, we identified 13 forecasts starting in AMJ (nine different years)
that gave probabilities greater than 80% for the wrong tendency sign (boxed off-diagonal dots in Figure 2a).
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Figure 3. False alarm years (1984, 1987, 1991, 2001, 2003, 2011, 2013, 2014, and 2017) in which the forecast probability of the wrong sign of the 3-month
tendency exceeded 80% for April–June starts. The black curves are observed monthly values of the Niño 3.4 index with 1-month prior tendencies highlighted in
the same color as the corresponding forecast. The colored curves are forecast values with heavy lines for the North American multimodel ensemble mean and
light lines for North American multimodel ensemble members. Note the differing vertical scales.

We call such forecasts “false alarms” because of the strength of their probability and their failure to verify.
In one-third of the nine years (1984, 1987, and 2003), the ensemble undershot the observations, and in
two-thirds of the years (1991, 2001, 2011, 2013, 2014, and 2017), the ensemble overshot the observations
(Figure 3). The fact that the majority of the false alarms were in the positive direction suggests that the
reduced ensemble spread for positive ensemble mean tendencies may not be justified. Year 2014 is a notable
year in which all three initializations during AMJ pointed toward warming conditions which failed to occur.

The forecast and observed values of Niño 3.4 in the nine false alarm years show a strikingly consistent pat-
tern: the forecast ensembles continued their Niño 3.4 evolution in the same direction as the observation
prior to initialization, and the observations did not (Figure 3). With the exception of May 1984 and April
1987 initializations, and an argument can be made that the observations were tending downward overall,
the erroneous forecasts continued in the same direction as the prior 1-month tendency. This consistency is
also visible in the top row of Figure 2a where confident and incorrect warming forecasts (the forecasts in
the lower right corner of the reliability diagram) are ones that follow warming conditions (red dots), and
all but two of the confident and incorrect cooling forecasts (the forecasts in the upper left corner of the reli-
ability diagram) are ones that follow cooling conditions (blue dots). Moreover, this conclusion is relatively
insensitive to the choice of prior tendency length. In 1984, 1991, 2013, and 2014, observations at longer leads
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Figure 4. Scatterplots of 1-month prior Niño 3.4 tendencies and North American multimodel ensemble mean forecast 3-month Niño 3.4 tendencies for April,
May, and June start (first row). Scatter plots of 1-month prior Niño 3.4 tendencies and observed future 3-month Niño 3.4 tendencies (second row). Correlation
of prior Niño 3.4 tendencies with future Niño 3.4 tendencies as a function of future tendency length for each North American multimodel ensemble member
(open circles), ensemble mean (green filled circles), and observations (purple squares) (third row).

eventually went in the direction of the early spring tendencies and better matched the forecasts. We looked
at the correlation between the 1-month prior and 3-month ensemble mean forecast tendencies in all years
for AMJ starts and found that the strong relation between prior tendency and forecast tendency is present
more generally and is not limited to false alarms (first row of Figure 4). We call this quantity, the correlation
between prior tendency and forecast tendency, momentum. The observed momentum in Niño 3.4 evolu-
tion (i.e., the correlation between 1-month prior and 3-month subsequent tendencies) is notably weaker
(second row of Figure 4). In addition to the observed momentum being weaker than the ensemble mean
momentum, as might be expected if observations are thought of as being analogous to an ensemble member,
it is also weaker than the momentum of individual ensemble members. The difference between observed
and ensemble member momentum is especially striking for May starts in which the observed momentum
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is below that of almost all the ensemble members and for the first three leads of June starts. This excess
momentum extends to longer leads (last row of Figure 4) that go into winter, although the observed momen-
tum increases as well, consistent with the behavior previously noted above for 1984, 1991, 2013, and 2014;
the forecast December minus May difference is the 7-month tendency of a May start. Spurious momentum,
that is, cases when the observed 3-month momentum is poorly covered by the 3-month momentum of the
ensemble members, is absent during other times of the year (Figure S2).

Excess momentum is a state-dependent forecast bias that remains despite removing the forecast climatology
(Hermanson et al., 2018). When positive tendencies precede a forecast initialization, forecast ensembles
will tend to overshoot observations and tendency errors (observation tendency minus forecast tendency)
are more likely to be negative because the forecast tendency is larger than the observed one (e.g., 1991,
2001 2011, 2013, 2014, and 2017 in Figure 3). The correlation between the tendency error in May starts and
the 1-month prior tendency (March–April) is −0.56, −0.60, and −0.58 for 2-, 3-, and 4-month tendencies,
respectively. The correlation between prior tendency and forecast errors (observations minus forecast) is
−0.61, −0.59, and −0.58 for lead-2, -3, and -4 forecasts, respectively.

To address the question of whether excess momentum is related to errors in initialization or model for-
mulation, we examined the correlation of forecast March–April tendencies with forecast May–August
tendencies—no observations are used. We considered March or earlier initializations so that both tenden-
cies are part of the same forecast trajectory, and the impact of initialization shock is reduced. There is no
clear dependence of momentum on start month for the majority of models, which is evidence that excessive
momentum in these models reflects model deficiencies rather than initialization deficiencies (Figure S3).
On the other hand, CFSv2, ECMWF, GloSea5, and to some extent CM2p1, have more realistic momentum
for earlier starts, which suggests a role for initialization deficiencies or model biases that vary by lead time.

4. Summary and Discussion
We have identified previously undetected state-dependent errors in coupled model ENSO forecasts. Focus-
ing on the NMME, we found that forecasts initialized in AMJ have “excessive momentum” in the sense
that the forecast Niño 3.4 tendency is more likely to be a continuation of the prior observed conditions
than is warranted. In May starts, when the excessive momentum problem is specially severe, the correla-
tion between the forecast May–August Niño 3.4 tendency and the prior observed March–April Niño 3.4
tendency is stronger in nearly every ensemble member than in observations. As a consequence, forecasts
are overconfident and reliability is degraded. Rank histograms indicate that the ensemble tendency fore-
casts too frequently overshoot the verifying tendency observations. Forecasts of the sign of the Niño 3.4
tendency—whether Niño 3.4 will increase or decrease—show overconfidence. Strongly confident forecasts
for positive tendencies are more frequent than for negative ones, due in part to reduced ensemble spread
when the ensemble mean tendency shows warming. In some models, excessive spring momentum appears
to be related to model formulation rather than initialization since forecast trajectories initialized in fall and
winter also have excessive spring momentum. On the other hand, the behavior of other models (CFSv2,
ECMWF, and GloSea5) is more realistic in earlier initializations, which points to a potential role for initial-
ization or perhaps lead-time dependent biases. Excessive correlation between prior observed tendencies and
forecast tendencies is absent in forecasts that target other times of the year.

Signs of excessive momentum are present in nearly all AMJ forecast busts (cases in which the sign of the
3-month forecast tendency is wrong in 80% or more of the ensemble members). In two-thirds of the years
with AMJ forecast busts, the forecasts overshot the observations. Year 2014 is such a case, and this particular
example may provide some clues about excessive momentum in general. In 2014, Niño 3.4 trajectories were
trending upward strongly in late winter and early spring. NMME forecasts in AMJ followed suit and tended
upward, but observed values tended downward over the summer. High-frequency wind variability is one
explanation for the failed El Niño of 2014 (Hu & Fedorov, 2016; Menkes et al., 2014). Westerly wind events
(WWE) from January to April 2014 gave rise to positive sea surface temperature anomalies in the central
and eastern equatorial Pacific but were followed by a dearth of WWEs in May and June and by easterly
wind events in June and July (Ineson et al., 2018; Levine & McPhaden, 2016). While the impact of easterly
wind events seems to be model dependent, WWE activity in model simulations can play an important role
in ENSO development (Puy et al., 2019) and are themselves modulated by the large-scale equatorial Pacific
sea surface temperature in a way that effectively increases the ocean-atmosphere coupling (Eisenman et al.,
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2005). Excessive momentum could be related to lack of diversity in the high-frequency wind variability in
forecast models.

Positive March–April tendencies also occurred in 2015, and 2015–2016 went on to become one of the
strongest El Niño events on record (L'Heureux et al., 2017). Ineson et al. (2018) compared ECMWF S4 and
GloSea5 forecasts initialized in May of 2014 and 2015 and found that the stronger WWE activity in 2015
compared to 2014 was a key factor in the differing ENSO evolution in the two years and that this differ-
ence in wind burst activity was predictable. However, while both models captured the difference in WWE
activity between 2014 and 2015, ECMWF S4 had systematically higher WWE activity and overshot the
observed ENSO evolution in both years. Also the wide range of forecast ENSO states possible across ensem-
ble members with the similar levels of WWE activity demonstrates that factors other than WWE activity
are important for controlling El Niño development in forecasts (Ineson et al., 2018). The possibility of insuf-
ficient spread due to neglecting noise-driven processes (Larson & Kirtman, 2015) and differences in mean
state have also been proposed as being relevant for 2014 forecasts (Wang & Hendon, 2017).

In addition to identifying a robust state-dependent model error, we have also pointed out a new ENSO pre-
cursor signal, the spring Niño 3.4 tendency, which is stronger in models than observations. Although we
have not included warm water volume (WWV) in our analysis (subsurface temperatures are unavailable in
the IRI NMME database), WWV is a well-established ENSO precursor that is related to the recharged and
discharged ENSO states (McPhaden, 2003). Larson and Pegion (2019) found that for a subset of NMME
models, initialized forecasts were more tightly tied to the springtime recharged, neutral, and discharged
states than were observations, leading to an underestimate of forecast uncertainty. This forecast uncertainty
may be related to the problem of excessive momentum found here since the correlation of February WWV
(west; 5N–5S, 120E–155W) with the February–April Niño 3.4 tendency is 0.89.

From a pragmatic standpoint, excessive momentum in late-spring coupled model ENSO forecasts is simply
another model bias and should be amenable to correction by statistical methods that adjust the forecast
probabilities (van den Dool et al., 2016), or the ensemble mean and spread (Bellprat et al., 2019) based on
historical model performance. For the problem of excessive momentum, we would expect that weakening
of forecast probabilities or damping of the ensemble mean would result in more reliable forecast guidance.
Additionally, because excessive momentum results in state-dependent errors, there may be the possibility
for novel correction methods that take into account the ENSO evolution prior to the forecast. Forecasters
have learned from experience that model guidance is unreliable at this time of year, and in 2017, the CPC/IRI
ENSO team never issued an El Niño Watch despite the elevated El Niño probabilities from the NMME
(L'Heureux, 2018). On the other hand, sampling must be accounted for carefully in statistical calibration
schemes since the sample size is relatively small in seasonal applications (Tippett et al., 2014; 2005), and the
differing performance of hindcasts (1982–2010) and real-time forecasts is also a concern.

We have limited our attention here to ENSO as characterized by the Niño 3.4 index, which is an incom-
plete description of the diversity of ENSO behavior (Takahashi et al., 2011). A question for future studies
is whether excessive momentum is preferentially present in forecasts of one flavor of ENSO compared to
another and whether this results in differing levels of reliability and predictability (Lee et al., 2018).

Finally, we also note that while the seasonally varying autocorrelation of Niño 3.4, including the spring
persistence barrier, is a well known and widely studied aspect of ENSO evolution (Levine & McPhaden,
2015; Liu et al., 2018), the lag correlation between Niño 3.4 tendencies is a new feature and could provide
insight for statistical modeling as well as a new metric for assessing model fidelity (Tian et al., 2019). Also,
it is notable that four of the nine years with AMJ forecast busts occurred in the last decade with real-time
forecasts as opposed to hindcasts and that reliability is worse during the recent period 1999–2018, which
raises the specter of changing ENSO dynamics (Dommenget & Vijayeta, 2019).
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